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Student Government Assembly Meeting 

November 13, 2012 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

II. First Roll Call 

III. Approval of Minutes 

IV. Guests 

a. Kent Kasischke, Patrick Haisten, Katie Fife, Ash Hall - Gender-Inclusive Housing 

Program 

i. Haisten: Sex is defined by biology, external characteristics 

ii. Kasischke: Gender: Cultural, behavior, clothing, de-emphasizing 
characteristics 

u1. Haisten: Sexual orientation is the gender that you are attracted to, 

Homosexuality, heterosexuality, and bisexuality, and within bisexuality there 
is are distinction, pansexual, fluid, influenced by a number of factors, 
genetics, hormones, environment 

1v. Kasischke: Gender Identity: What gender you identify yourself, most people 
match their assigned sex, but there are aspects where gender identity is 
different from birth assigned sex 

v. Haisten: Transgender is someone who wants to live as their gender identity 
rather than socially assigned gender roles 

v1. Kasischke: Gender nonconforming is when someone's gender expression is 

different from societal expectations, not confined to a certain gender 

vu. Haisten: Within the broad category between transgender there are people who 
identify as transsexual, identify completely as the other sex, will seek 
treatment to make their gender expression like the gender identity 

viii. Kashiske: We are going to put up legislation in suppo1i of gender inclusive 
housing, statistics about people who have felt uncomfortable and who have 

been harassed about their sexuality, sexual preference, or gender identity. 

ix. Gender inclusive housing is not necessarily for gender-nonconforming 
individuals, also for people who wish to live with someone of the opposite sex 

x. Smith: Out of curiosity, what percentage of the student population considers 
themselves transgendered? 

x1. Kasischke: Its difficult to gauge, because its not something you ask freshman 

coming in, general statistics says a general umbrella of 10 percent in the queer 
umbrella 

xii. Fife: This is something that the gender and sexuality center is talking about, 
we have seen more transgendered students in the past semester then we have 
seen in the past five years 
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V. Open Forum 

a. Cindy Fisher UT Libraries 

i. 24/5 First Wednesday I 00 people entered from 5-6 AM, 600 people from 2-3 
AM inside. 3-4 AM 414, 4-5 144 people, First day, We have seen increases. It 
seems like Tuesday and Wednesday night are the biggest nights people are 
studying, 

ii. UT Libraries is offering classes towards the end of the semester 

iii. Movember styles on bearded gentlemen in electronic copies 

VI. Ex-Officio Reports 

a. Michael Redding, GSA 

L Thanks to everyone who helped, volunteered, ran, walked our 5k, raised just 
over 5,000 dollars, will be getting those scholarships out in the spring 
hopefully 

ii, We have been working on our SAGE platform, national organization of 
graduate student coalition, fall conference is coming up in two weeks, 
working on a federal platform, if you know of federal issues that you would 
like to send our way shootme an email 

iii. Voting on fall break resolution tomorrow 

1v. 2-3 others that I cannot remember off the top of my head 

v. Working on the implementation of our previous ones, also one you will be 
considering tonight about the crosswalk 

vi. Graduate Advising 

vu. Career center 

b, Michael Morton Senate of College Councils 

1. Four new pieces oflegislation 

11. Family paid medical leave, if you are having a child or your spouse is you do 
not get maternity of fraternity leave, it's a state issue, working on getting that 
for families or parents/spouses who need to spend time with loved ones but 
cannot for financial reasons 

111. Plus/Minus grading, specific regard to exact policy that the University has, 
unclear between registrar and faculty members, clals for clarification spelled 
out in all syllabi, specific grade scale used for the course 

1v. Transcript fees- last year alone there were over I 06,000 requests for 
transcripts, calls for a different way to pay for that, if you know you will be 
paying for a lot of transcripts, we will be proposing an optional fee of 15 
dollars that will provide an unlimited amount of transcripts, or I 0 dollar per, 
cheaper to do that for just one 
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v. Invest in Texas Campaign platform, will go through all three LSO's, if you 

have been part of the conversation, thank you, we want everyone to be 
involved in the platform conversation, we will be lobbying whats on there 
during the 2013 Session. If you aren't involved in it yet please do, its really 

where our voice will be heard at the capitol. 

vi. Thor and I got to spend the weekend at UT system and miss the football game, 
which is everyones favorite thing to do, had advisory council weekend, when 
all of the student body presidents come together to discuss issues that affect 
the system schools, came up with a few resolutions, funding, guns on campus, 

medical residencies, thor will probably talk a bit more about that 

vn. Orange Santa- SG and senate are teaming up, helps give toys to those less 
fortunate in the UT community, if you want to bring a toy, unwrapped, 
unopened, teenage children is our group we are focusing on 

VII. Deputy Advisor Report 

a. Marilyn Russell - marilynr@austin.utexas.edu 

1. Dr, Lilly couldn't make it tonight, but she wanted me to pass a hello 

11. ESB deadline has been extended to this Thursday, 1,000 dollars associated 
with that application, Interview process will be after thanksgiving 

iii. I will let Thor talk about the specifics, but want to thank all of you for 
advertising student reagent and higher education coordinating board, a record 
number of applications, made the decision hard, applications that were 

selected will be sent to the system office, eventually to the chancellor and the 
governor. 

VIII. Executive Reports 

a. Thor Lund, Student Body President - thorlund@utexas.edu 

1. Student Reagent and Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board names 

ii. ESB, if they want 1,000 dollars let us know 

iii. Swing out awards, we want another name 

iv. Student Advisory Council System, guns on campus, funding, creating more 
graduate student spots, more funding for Hazelwood act, keep in-state tuition 
for undocumented students 

v. If you have can foods, bring it to campus, SG office, Tejas, another location, 
bring canned foods 

b. Wills Brown, Student Body Vice President - wkbrown@utexas.edu 

1. Raise your hand if you have given me emails for Movember. We have a goal 
of around 2,000 dollars, UT network has already raised over 8,000 dollars, SG 
and senate have only raised 20 dollars, I will send the email out again 

c. Jordan Metoyer, Chief of Staff - jordan.metoyer@gmail.com 
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i. Wills stepped out to talk about MOVEMBER 

ii. Agency acknowledgements: Ben Johnson, Preston Covington, Ash Hall, Billy 
Calve, Kent Kasischke, Braydon and Maggie, Nick Spiller, I think all of them 
have announcements, if you haven't filled out the chief of staff evaluations, 
please do that 

m. Agency directors, you will make reports during exec staff, external staff will 
as well 

1v. Invest in Texas link was sent out via list serve, fill that out, please get 
involved, keep the emails coming, we are really excited, come strong, great 
platform 

v. New Campaign we are starting - I am Texas, I am economics major, I am 

from Houston, I am a Texas and Pell Grant recipient. If you know fellow 
students who do receive those grants and are willing to speak up, please send 
us an email, the idea is we are going to make videos and send them to 
representatives over Christmas break, funding is on the table, Pell grants, 
fiscal cliff 

v1. Emergency Evacuation Plan - Same Concerns, a lot of people have the same 

concerns, the way it is listed on the website are unclear, says to take cover, we 
are going to consolidate that and make it so that all students faculty and staff 
know what to do, already talks going on, we want to add student input 

d. Laurel Pugliese, Communications Director - laurel.pugliese@gmail.com 

i. Media Request Form, available to you, design, image, media, available to reps 

ii. POINTS - I for tabling, if you sign up and I send you the email, your 

response is you have something to do, find someone to replace you, forward 

them the email I sent to you, take your name off the google doc, put their 
name 

iii. Point link - Tallies, google doc, other way to get points, you need I 0 points a 
semester, even if you have zero points there is still time, 5 points from tabling, 
send your email, orange outreach, event on the 16111 from 11-1, 3 points for a 
service project, extra points for cans, 

1v. If there is something you think you can get points for, write up a request and 
send it to Kori and I 

e. Nash Horne, External Finance Director - nashhorne@me.com 

i. RSO Safety Training 

ii. Robert is going to talk about Orange Outreach 

f. Nirali Shah, Internal Finance Director - nirali.shah@utexas.edu 

g. Taylor Ragsdale, Administrative Director - taylor.ragsdale@utexas.edu 

i. Paige is gonna come up and talk about it in a minute 
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ii. 2nd annual thanksgiving potluck dinner, 6pm next Monday 

iii. Appointments that are here, thanks for being here 

1v. Like Thor said, if you are interested in being on the swing out selection 
committee, we have had one person contact us, we need one more person 

v. Were going to Norman this weekend to plan big 12 on the hill, get the 
platform together, we are all excited about it 

v1. Compliance training is serious, fortunately we don't have to deal with a lot of 
those issues, if we break any of those rules it is not tolerated 

vu. Our weekly open exec meeting will be tomorrow from 3-4 pm in the 
conference room 

IX. Committee Reports 

a. Academic Affairs - Robert Milligan - rlmilligan2@gmail.com 

b. External Affairs - Kori Rady- koriradyl35@gmail.com 

i. Passed the Orange Outreach legislation with a couple of changes, will go over 
that soon 

c. Financial Affairs - Sam Leonard - samuel.leonard@utexas.edu 

d. Legislative Affairs - Horacio Villarreal - hvillarreal27@gmail.com 

i. Either Sunday or Monday, depending on availability, we are going to meet up 
to dicuss invest in texas line items, we met a few weeks ago to talk about it, 
met with administration, talked about what we can do to make it easier for the 
people in it, hope to see you all there 

e. Rules and Regulations - Garrett Riou - garrettriou@yahoo.com 

i. Meeting tomorrow from 1-2 in the SG conference room to oversee the internal 
documents reform, if you cant make it email me back and I will express those 
concerns 

f. Student Affairs - Josh Gold - jag5 l 8@utexas.edu 

X. Executive Staff Reports 

a. Ben Johnson, Sure walk 

i. PCL kickoff, free pizza and !shirts, 8 oclock in the UFCU room, walks till 
2AM 

b. Nick Spiller, LEA 

i. I have been working with Jordan Katie Thor, and Wills, developed and 
implemented a plan to recruit applications for the agency, closes tomorrow, if 
you have friends who might be interested, they can email me, 28 responses, 
very diverse 

ii. I 00,000 dollars in revenue, photowoah, groupon for photographers, doing 
really well, dropped out of UT 
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iii. On November 291
h, were hoping to have the whole agency put together, one 

semester startup demo day, we will have an unveiling 

iv. Wilson: The link for the application in the newsletter didn't work 

v. Spiller: What does it say? 

vi. Wilson: It just doesn't open 

vii. Spiller: Have people email myself or the exec board 

viii. Pugliese: If you want to send the link to me I will send it out again 

c. LiamLLA 

i. Mt Bonnell on Monday, picnic and climbing 

ii. EXEC Rotations, groups of 3 with a different exec meeting every week, get to 
know them better 

iii. LLA retreat this Friday, branding, mission statement, logo, goals for the rest 
of the year, different activities, plan on bringing like 50 cans, if you are a chair 
of a committee, let us know when your meetings are so we can start attending 

d. Kent Kasishcke, QSA 

i. Tomorrow is 5th general meeting, LGBTQ thanksgiving, announcements and 

food, 5pm tomorrow in Parlin 301 

ii. HIV I AIDS awareness movie Thursday 7-9pm in Mezes basement, queer 
movement in Uganda 

iii. Next Tuesday is national transgender day of awareness, there will be an event 

e. Julia Wang, Legal Services for Students 

i. Free consultations with attorneys, staff has been halved, might have to start 
charging for some services 

ii. Office is trying to raise awareness through social media 

iii. Starting a project where we are going to send three emails, tips about housing, 
renting, rights as lessor 

f. Robert Svodoba 

i. Orange Outreach food drive, boxes at SG office, Gregory gym, Tejas House, 

Phi Delt, Greek houses all in west campus, please bring cans to the SG office, 
that's a point now, Im gonna pass around this envelope, throw spare change in 

there 

ii. Event for food drive is Friday from 11-1, involves neighborhood longhorns 
program, involved in underprivileged schools, kids will be there, service 
learning with kids, bring cans 

g. Paige Velasquez 
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i. Emailed all of you before the meeting the google doc to fill out before the 
meeting, Monday at 6pm, before the rally. Bens Address is on the google 
docs, if you don't know what to bring, just email me 

ii. Gold: Ill bring the Turducken 

h. Maite Salazar 

i. Student Life Faculty Council, we look at student life and activities 

ii. Looking at past recommendations, decided that nothing really productive, 
students weren't looking into doing those things that were recommended 

iii. We started looking at our charge, came up with ideas to solicit student input 

iv. Decided to utilize student representatives on the committee more, perhaps 
making a student committee for student input with students from around 
campus 

v. SERU survey - a lot of students take this, a lot of useful data, and the faculty 
would like to advocate the use of this data, SO 

vi. Gail Stewart, PHD in the provosts office research team, came to us and gave 

us a presentation on how to use that data, it would be cool if she could come 
to yall, give you ideas on how to improve things around campus 

vii. Diversity, student engagement, academic progress, would like to extend the 
opportunity for yall to use this data 

viii. WE will be looking at how to utilize the data 

ix. Looking into compiling the list of past and present executive candidates for 
SO, we think that a lot of the platforms whether or not elected were important, 
as of know I have 10-11, 11-12, currently elected platforms, I would like 
access to other mayteso@gmail.com, email those to me 

x. Change in the honor code, it has been simplified, it used to be long and 
complicated, has been simplified, they were looking for the faculty council to 

talk about what it means for students, like to see students engage more 

xi. Library will offer seminars to engage students on what academic honesty is, 
we want students can go 

xii. Faculty inserting itself into student life, have faculty come to residences and 
have dinners with students 

I. Ash Hall, Womens Resource Agency 

i. Established the first women's research agency student group, want to start a 

campus climate survey, create a mini survey, want to send it out to different 
areas 

ii. Women's leadership social in the GSC last night, more than 30 women 

iii. Call for directors for the vagina monologues, taking them until Saturday, 
interviews Monday, chosen one director 
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iv. Love: What is the mission statement of the Women's Resource Agency 

v. Hall: It is broad, making sure women know what resources are available to 
them, allow women to talk and network, 3 directions 

vi. Social and educational (vagina monologues) 

vii. Educational (survey) 

viii. Everybody can stop rape (outreach) 

j. Billy Calve, Hook the Vote 

i. The election is all done, wanted to give a quick follow up on things that are 
happening, one of the last updates from me 

ii. Talked to the county, a lot of the people who voted in the F AC and COOP has 
a long lines, want there to be another polling location around Jester, SAC, 
statements from students saying they would be more enfranchised with 
another location, if you had friends who ran into that come talk to me and let 

me know we can send something in 

XI. Representative Reports 

a. Josh Fuller 

i. This is one of my last few meetings, LAC has nominated a fellow student in 
the college of liberal arts, his name is Ali, he is in the back, he will be 
appointed next meeting (in two weeks), LAC had this whole process, came to 
the conclusion that Ali is the best guy for the job, be with us in the spring 

b. Ugeo Williams 

i. CTBAC just started, applications are out, Know Events, Education list serve, 
SGs external newletter, promote that to education majors, spread the word 

c. Andrew Houston 

i. Undergraduate Architecture school is ranked 6th, drop from last year's second, 

ii. Graduate is 11th, interior is ranked 6th, unranked last year 

iii. Landscape architecture is ranked 11th, was unranked last year 

iv. Meeting regarding registration of interior designers for the state, I went, its 

going through Sunset commission, it will be part of the legislative session, 
trying to get it put down 

v. 4th annual art auction is this Thursday at 6:30 at AIA Austin (lih and West), 

you can go and mingle, see some stuff 

vi. UT Architecture Professors and Engineers have worked on the Formula I 
Racetrack, it is this weekend, don't plan on going anywhere this weekend 

vii. Final reviews are open to the public, I will send that out to the listserv. 

d. Kenton Wilson 
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i. Thanks for the input for fisher v ut info campaign, shoot me an email if you 
are interested, will be sending out an email most likely Thursday with info 
about what we are doing, blogging, video, I hope to get that out soon 

e. Perry Pickei 

i. Pushing forward with Natural Science Newspaper, 6 natty sci students, getting 

administration support, hopefully get the big thumbs up with funding 

ii. Want to look at health services to see ifthere are any deficiencies with 
doctors, dermatologists, orthopedics 

iii. Finals are coming up, I want to see if we can have drop a puppy or a kitten 
campaign, A&M does something where they will drop a puppy on your table, 
want to look into that 

f. Ugeo Williams 

i. Me and Kenton are looking at the vending machines in the SAC, will be 
looking at it this month rather than last month, a lot of cool things are 
happening, we may not have vending machines, but there will be an 

alternative to that within the space of the SAC 

XII. Old Business 

a. AR 16 - In Support of Orange Outreach 

i. Add Thor as an Author 

ii. Friendly Amendment: Add another Be it resolved that the associate director 
for philanthropy will lead the orange outreach initiative and it will be under 
the umbrella of the external financial director (after 1st be it resolved) 

iii. Vincent: Grammatical changes, 3rd whereas statement was changed to include 
monthly large scale volunteering opportunities 

iv. Houston: May I propose a friendly amendment, to add myself as a sponsor, 
Love, Robillard, Patel 

v. Svodoba: Holland and I met with the committee and decided to include that in 
this legislation, list serve and social media campaign was important, but we 
wanted to emphasize that 

vi. Stewart: Is this going to change that school is going to start on a Monday 
instead of a Wednesday? 

vii. Rady: Different Bill 

viii. Approved my unanimous consent 

XIII. New Business 

a. AB 6 - Requirement for Student Body President and Vice President to Post a 
YouTube Address via the UTSG YouTube Account 

i. Fuller: Thor and Wills have created these videos that we have all helped them 
disperse, short concise, informative, outlined platform goal, great way to reach 
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out to students, keep our org transparent, let them know what we are doing, so 
why not just require future exec alliances to do so? Transparent and 
accountability is really important, that's why we got this bill, look to pass this 
soon 

ii. Love: It's a good idea to have these online. I have two questions, great 
initiative, do you think its necessary to require this? They are good on 
volunteering, it's a good thing, do you think its required to volunteer, do you 
think it should be required rather than just encouraged? 

iii. Fuller: IT should be required, US Constitution required the president to give 
the state of the union, its great to think they will do it, but you never know, we 
should require it 

iv. Love: I don't know how long this bill is going to be in effect, is there a way to 
change the means of dissemination from YouTube if its necessary? 

v. Fuller: Yes, its written within the bill, there is wiggle room 

vi. Love: Are you proposing like a state of the union address or any number of 
updates they want 

vii. Fuller: Section 2 read, says it specifically, pretty broad they can do what they 
want 

viii. Pickei: Can we get this mandated sent to every student 

ix. Brown: Something in the past we have done we have been working to get 
those informational sent out, some of those go to spam, different things 
happen 

x. Metoyer: The mass email account doesn't allow for video embedding, we 
don't like to embed it, it doesn't allow us to gauge the number of students who 
have watched it 

xi. Fuller: Section 3 says SG shall make every effort to publicize 

xii. Zhao: Speaking from somebody who likes to examine social media and its 
effect on the public, and knowing that bills are kept with the intention of 
changing the language forever, do you think its important to have a reference 
to something that is 

xiii. Brown: Yes 

xiv. Houston: Require four addresses a year, why limit it to video? 

xv. Nichols: What thought did yall put into as far as people with video fright, 
don't like to be on video, what thought did you put into like a typed speech 

xvi. Fuller: There is a huge personability issue with making a video 

xvii. Nichols: Does bill powers care when he sends out his addresses? 

xviii. Committed to Rules and Regulations 

b. AR 17 - In Support of a Fall Break to Increase Productivity 
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i. Houston: Point oflnformation is this being fast-tracked or not? 

ii. Zhao: yes 

iii. Rady: I am back with a piece of legislation supporting fall break, unanimously 
passed the calendar committee, send proposal to executive staff of faculty 

council, then goes to faculty council, some changes on the legislation this time 
around, put some of the negatives in the legislation, couple changes in terms 
of advising, two days off of advising in the middle of October, reading 
roundup moved, which is doable, gone to texas would have to be moved, 
which is also doable 

iv. Guest: It has been turned down before, we are confident that it should be 
passed, consensus is in support, the only resistance we really have is from the 

college of natural sciences, strong in stance with the labs, committee showed 
that the benefits far outweigh the negatives, 

v. Vincent: First question I have was I know lab schedules were affect, 
solutions? 

vi. Rady: Accreditation: Rival schools, Michigan, we work on a 12 week 

semester with labs, comparison schools are at eleven week semesters, we are 
at 12 ,faculty council is afraid of change, its been this way for 40 years, 
Harvard as I 0 weeks 

vii. Vincent: Why is that an incentive for UT to change, if it is not necessarily the 
number of weeks, changing the lab schedules as opposed to changing the 
number of weeks 

viii. Rady: They didn't know about the competitor school schedules 

ix. Guest: 12 weeks to be accredited, showed them rival schools with 11 weeks or 

less, didn't respond to email, with the examples we have set up, all of the 
other problems can be moved 

x. Millkan: Implementation? 

xi. Rady: Fall 2014 

xii. Houston: Coming from the architecture school, we always end up working 

through thanksgiving break, its short and they give us work, what was the 
logic behind 

xiii. Rady: 80 percent of the fall semester has already taken place by thanksgiving, 
large no break period between labor day and thanksgiving, TAS grade papers, 
prepare lectures, allow students to catch up, catch a break, fall break could be 
a good change for the school 

xiv. Love: What can we do to help move this along, it looks like yall are really 
kicking butt on this 
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xv. Guest: Show support for the faculty council, shot down this idea really 
quickly before, trying to get it past the general faculty council 

xvi. Pickei: Why has it been? 

xvii. Rady: In the past it hasn't had this much support, it has never been seen, I 
have to give credit to Diane Bailey, chair of calendar committee, no other 
chair has done this much for it, her being in that position has done so much for 
this 

xviii. Vincent: Do we have anyone in faculty council in terms of administrators to 
show support 

xix. Brown: Wills and I are on it, want to see if we can have students come 

xx. Pickei: What has Sasha Kopp said about it? 

xxi. Rady: He was one of the guys that didn't respond to the email after the labs 
with the competitor schools 

xxii. Stewart: Will it pass with those members in that school, six representatives 
from natural sciences, it would still pass by a large majority if they all didn't 
support it 

xxiii. Wilson: Move to suspend the rules and move AR 17 to old business, approved 
by hand vote 

xxiv. Love: Motion for a 2 minute recess 

xxv. Love: Haven't had a chance to read it, want to discuss with authors 

xxvi. Approved by hand vote 

c. AR 18 - In Support of Establishing a Gender Inclusive Housing Program at the 
University of Texas at Austin 

i. Kashiscke: Providing a safe and habitable space for students with gender 
specific issues, lots of public and private universities already do this, a lot of 
statistics about students who do not feel safe 

ii. Fife: Housing itself is looking around campus and deciding what facilities 
would work for this, working as if it is going to approved, this would be an 
opt-in program, safer for transgender and gender nonconforming students, a 
lot of people are doing this, it is us staying in touch with the times 

iii. Smith: Any goal for percentage of housing? 

iv. Kashiscke: Other schools, 20 beds, a hallway of maybe ten rooms designated 
for gender inclusive housing, RAs are trained for the aspects, just a hallway, 
no more than that, I 0, 15 20 rooms, 

v. Fife: We are leaving that to housing, they would know what would work best 

vi. Guest: Proposing a pilot program to get information before actually 
implementing 
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vii. Kashiske: The major problems they have had with this is only typical 
roommate issues, not gender specific issues 

viii. Vincent: Next school year, quick, receptive conversations? 

ix. Fife: Safety issue, aiming for as quick as possible 

x. Love: Does it concern you that it could become a designated space of 
harassment 

xi. Houston: We have incidents where that does occur, this program would not be 

broadcast as that space, they are kept as safe as possible and our communities 
are as accepting as possible. We have issues where people act out, wing 
meetings, hall coordinators, disciplinary actions 

xii. Love: There are measures to insure that there is not a target placed on this 

xiii. Kashiske: Talked about jester, concerns, decided a smaller more conservative 
area, safe space, location and implementation 

xiv. Committed to Student Affairs 

d. AR 19 - In Support of Healthy Vending Machines 

i. Spaniol: Last week I met with a lady named Clair moore, sits on wellness 
committee, working on health vending machines now 

ii. Work through this place canteen, they already have an initiative, it would be 
easy to implement. Looking to put 5 on campus, 

iii. Kraut: Work through a company that has really specific guidelines, really 
health natural food 

iv. Vincent: Where do those guidelines come from? 

v. Kraut: Its on their website, canteen.com, made by company 

vi. Committed to Student Affairs 

e. AR 20- In Support of Amending the College of Liberal Arts Dean's Honor List 
Policy 

i. Fuller: I am looking to have everyone support this, cmTently students taking 
12 hours in the college have no chance of being recognize on the honor list, 

4.0 48 grade points, will not be recognized, 12 hours is full time 

ii. Vincent: Why is it only 13 hours 

iii. Fuller: Traditionally it is based off the 15 hour 

iv. Kasischke: How does it compare with other colleges and schools 

v. Fast tracked and approved by hand vote 

f. AR 21 - Regarding the Need for a Crosswalk at the UT Administration Building 

i. Peker: This mimics a piece of!egislation that was considered in GSA, written 
by Virginia 
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ii. Virginia: This legislation affects both graduate and undergrad students, I 
represent the school of information, 2,000 plus undergraduates, 7111 highest 
number of any college or department or school, a lot of students come to our 
building, if you try to cross Guadalupe, it could take 4 to 5 minutes, people 
speeding, want to get a cross walk put in, recently petitioned the city, said 
there wasn't enough traffic to put a cross walk in 

iii. Love: What is the estimated cost? 

iv. Virginia: IO don't know the cost, it depends on what they do? WE are 
requesting hybrid flashers, we originally requested a simple sign 

v. Love: Too simple for the city? 

Vl. Virginia: City transportation would like to see a hybrid flasher in the area. The 
city has estimated costs 

vn. Redding: Have you talked to the city since the pedestrian fatality in the 
crosswalk? 

viii. Virginia: No, I did not know that happened, the bicycle was at 4 in the 
morning, but still it is important 

1x. Vincent: You say they shot it down last time because there wasn't enough 
traffic to warrant putting it in? 

x. Virginia: We were contacting them for three months, I finally made some 
calls, talked to someone on the phone, got a phone call saying that they had 
declined, specific date at specific time, Friday afternoon, didn't happen 

XL Committed to legislative affairs 

XIV. Announcements 

a. Vincent: Kenton, Myself and Ugeo: Tejas ransom notes coffee Thursday 9pm Tejas 
house 2600 Rio Grande 

b. Wilson: Harvest moon benefits the Arc, if you want tickets talk to me 

c. If you have sign in sheet for risk management give it to this Ila, sign it 

XV. Second Roll Call 

XVI. Adjournment 


